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‘There’s still so much we can’t see,
so much that’s hidden;
no one knows, where the digital revolution will take us.’
Hannes Leopoldseder, co-founder of Ars Electronica
Artificial intelligence, man-machine interlocking, synthetic biology. Demographic transformation of society,
climate change and in particular recent history – where consistent and known patterns no longer exist – show
us that the world is even more complex, uncertain and volatile. The way we live and work is changing in a
radical and very short period of time, never seen before in the history of mankind.
As a city that remains committed to the values of humanity, we set the course for a new and ever-changing
digital society. Our innovation activities are always guided by the question what new technologies mean
for our lives, and how to make our city inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable(UN SDG 11). Linz has put the
human factor at the centre of its innovation process, ever since the first Ars Electronica Festival.
We offer citizens a fertile ground of education, openness and accessibility. We nurture, support and promote
the skills, expertise and talent to enable open discourse, dialogue, mindset – to break silo thinking and work
cross-disciplinary and develop new areas of innovation instead. We are the city of open senses, we empower
active citizens, especially the next generation, to shape and co-create a resilient city for a livable, people oriented
and inclusive future.
Linz has actively been following this approach during its transformation from an industrial ‘steel’ city, to a
city of digital art s, resulting in a good mix of traditional manufacturing companies, established leading companies,
numerous highly successful medium-sized enterprises, and a lively start-up and cultural, creative scene.
The drivers and doers interact to enhance the innovation system organically. Linz employs 210.000 people,
outreaching its entire population and on average every 17th resident is funding a company.

Experimenting
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A wealth of creative forces – from recently founded start–ups to
cultural institutions and global players – has made the former city
known for its smoking chimneys, an UNESCO City of Media Arts.
The Linz way of innovation is to connect small and large drivers of progress – be it culture/creativity,
industry/craft or art/science – for empowerment and discourse in open and collaborative spaces, where
creativity, diverse perspectives, research, ambition and entrepreneurship interact organically.
The unifying element, the human factor, is at the center of our innovation practice, not mere technology.
Most of the innovation places are located near each other, next to the river Danube, in a so called ‘Mile of
Digitalization and Possibilities’ – force-feeding interaction, exchange and innovation. Two important centerpieces
of this mile are the Tabakfabrik (TFL)* and the Digital Mile.

From a ‘Cigarette Box’ to a collaborative factory of the future

The former 80.000 m2 large tobacco processing plant – where 8.000 cigarettes were churned out a minute, and
which is also known as one of the most unchanged industrial heritage sites in central Europe – was transformed
to a creative factory of the future, where 1.800 people work in 250 companies and organizations.
The city council acquired the factory and set a European best practice for public-private part nership, showcasing
collaboration between strong public ownership, commercial orientation and financial independence. Public
money is primarily required for maintenance, renovation and adaptation. Ongoing business operations areas
generate profit.
TFL is organically evolving and growing into a vibrant urban district with creativity based on the principle of
interdisciplinarity, transparency and participation. TFL can be seen as a collaborative concern with clear
processes, in which as many different specialist fields and initiatives as possible are interwoven. Based on the
four corner- stones of creativity, social development, employment, and education, TFL has meanwhile established
itself as the hotspot of the creative industry driven by innovative tenants like the new center for experimentation,
empowerment and technical innovation: the GRAND GARAGE *, the Creative Region – a vibrant CCI hub, co-working
spaces, university departments, the Valie Export Center, the research center for media and performance art driven
by artists or the Strada del Start up*. TFL is a test bed of innovation, driven by visionary artists, creatives, social
workers, businesspeople, educators and scientists.
Research into innovative forms of collaboration is not only a central vision of the TFL concept, but ensures
that the future impact of Linz innovation ecosystem. Thanks to Peter Behrens’ architectural experimentation to
cope with changing times, the large, open and easily adaptable rooms make way for new, ﬂexible, cross-linked
spaces for coporation and new ideas. The aim is to promote networking, open up spaces for collaboration and
attract international talent. People from 33 different nations are working in the TFL, and the creative factory
keeps on growing.
Furthermore, TFL is also a fixed point in the cultural life of Linz: in the past four years around 400.000 people have
attended over 450 events, fairs, concerts and conferences on future topics.

Digital Mile

In the close surrounding 100 IT companies and start-ups with a total of around 2.600 employees are located.
In March 2019 the Digital Mile initiative was founded by the City to help to concentrating know-how, knowledge
and talent in the IT sector and jointly make the location even more attractive for skilled IT specialists. The USP of
the Digital Mile is the size of the participating companies, which makes it possible to reach critical masses for
programs and projects very efficiently and thus to get to implementation very quickly. A unique ‘Sales Support’
expert council actively supports sales optimization in the technology hub ‘Neue Werft’.

* see more in Annex
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‘Promoting a culture of innovation
is one of the main points on the Innovation Roadmap of Linz’
Klaus Luger, mayor of Linz

Innovation initiatives are multiplied and diversified from the ground up, and spread over many small and big
institutions, companies and locations around Linz. In mid 2018 the city council initiated an open innovation
strategy process, integrating 90 stakeholders to bundle activities into one integrated and holistic innovation
strategy. One of the major achievements was the opening of the Innovationshauptplatz (‘main square of innovation’)
in summer 2019, which is the new focal point of innovation. This one-stop shop with direct access to top-level policymakers and all relevant stakeholders is connecting, introducing and enabling innovative projects of citizens,
companies, start-ups and institutions in an open and accessible way. It doesn’t just engage people to the Innovationshauptplatz, it brings innovation to residential districts with the Tour of Innovation – these mobile fairs are showcasing new technologies like VR/AR, robotic, 3D printing and many more in a very playful way to attract citizens
and kids to try them out and engage with the city.
For members of the public that prefer the digital way, one of Europe´s most accessible and user-friendly e-part icipation
platforms* with a unique top-down and bottom-up approach was implemented. Citizens can either bring in their
ideas on their own initiative, or participate in projects proposed by the city council. They can vote, contribute
and comment, to foster a culture of open discussion. It transparently describes at which stage of the process the
ideas are currently at.
During Corona the Innovationshauptplatz acted right away to manage the crisis with innovative ideas. Shortly after
lockdown, the e-participation platform was used to start the neighborhood assistance initiative ‘Linzer helfen
Linzer’. In a few weeks hundreds of help inquiries and offers were matched. Together with a local virtual reality
start-up, the Couchkultur project – which invites citizens to virtual reality visits to main cultural institutions,
museums and zoos – was launched to bring culture into the homes of the people of Linz.
Besides accelerating innovation opportunities through interaction and exchange, Innovationshauptplatz has
developed an innovation indicator system based on the 17 UN-Sustainable Development goals, to benchmark and
evaluate the city’s urban innovation ecosystem, to take the next step to an open and transparent city council,
and to motivate citizens to engage.
The city´s engagement strategy is focusing on inspiring citizens on critical reﬂective thinking and engaging
self-effectively. Linz is offering tools, playgrounds and open spaces to engage and experiment, target group
specific and inclusively. On an academic level, the future creative potential is being encouraged through
new experimental cross-sector pioneering interdisciplinary research labs such as Robots in Architecture, the AI Media
Interaction Lab, Human Centered Computing, Medical Engineering or the Sonic Computer music lab.
Linz nurtures, supports and promotes digital skills on low-threshold level to empower citizens to play an active
role in the city. Target group specific initiatives engage people in actively city-making and shaping with coding.
We are offering coder dojos, innovation playgrounds for young people like youth hacks or hello world*, female
coding or CODERS.BAY, a fast track coding training for lateral entrants and autodiacts- upcoming also accessible
for autistic and deaf people.
Linz is a hot spot of the sharing economy. Linz offers 10.000 m2 of coworking space, repair cafes or a shared mobility
concept called TIM* – Linz is turning public green spaces into allocated gardens for shared gardening and beekeeping.

* see more in Annex
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‘Today, Linz is a buzzing hive of activity at the crossroads of
the most important sources of creativity and innovation:
pioneering industrial engineering and imaginative artistic minds.
The hybrid of these two poles, coupled with new,
open spaces to exchange ideas, make the Linz of today unique.’
Harald Katzmair, Director, FASresearch
The City of Linz has fully integrated culture and creativity into its local development strategies. ‘Culture for All’ –
these watch words of European cultural policymaking – are visible on the city´s banner. Numerous cultural
institutions, independent artists groups and associations have developed a wide variety of initiatives, projects and
programs such as the Crossing Europe Film festival, an independent festival on contemporary, controversial and
socio-political auteur cinema bringing together the film industry from all over Europe making the city´s strongly
represented independent cultural scene well known far beyond its borders. Linz creates a fertile milieu for
creativity and international knowledge transfer by hosting 3.500 artists from all over the world each year.
Most of them on the nexus of Art/Science. Linz is known for its strong tradition of working transdisciplinary
regarding the human factor in the center of research, cooperation and development. The birthplace and annual
celebration for this tradition is the Ars Electronica Festival, connecting Art , Technology and Society. The globally
unique festival has developed one of the world‘s largest stages for media art and digital music, as a fair for creativity
and innovation and a playground for the next generation with nearly one million visitors over the last eleven
years. It leaves behind the idea of a classical conference and cultural space, and instead carries the artistic-scientific
debate from provocative actions to philosophical debate on future themes, and reaches out into the public space,
it is a trademark for Linz as well as the Prix Ars Electronica – the award for artists working in science and
technology. The Prix attracted more than 60.000 submissions so far. Internationally renowned artists, institutions
and initiatives, famous Oscar winners and creative young trailblazers are among the winners.*
Transdisciplinary research and study programs at Linz universities (natural science, engineering, law, economics, art,
design and music) attract students and researchers from more than 66 countries. Cross cutting and unique topics
such as Interface Cultures, Fashion & Technology, Media Design or Creative Robotics and a strong alliance
between technology and arts faculties through the 2019 manifesto ‘Innovation through Universitas’, joined forces
for creativity and social responsibility for the research of the future – such resulting in the Linz Institute of Technology* which opened in 2019.
Linz offers access to open spaces for innovation and reﬂection of the human race in the digital age all over the
city. In total, Linz is home to thousands of square meters of open, accessible, creative free thinker spaces attracting
talents and international companies. These spaces are often a starting point for Linz’s vibrant and successful start-up
scene, supported by an effective ecosystem and investment. Nearly 7 % of Linz start-ups received investments up
to € 3 m. € 83,6 m have been raised through Horizon 2020 so far. In total € 570 m have been invested in R&D.
Openness is also lived in terms of data. By being pioneer in providing and processing publicly produced data (Open
Government Data), the city is trying to stimulate innovative digital start-ups and creatives through digital
commons, in order to broaden the democratic participation of citizens in municipal development processes.
The city offers free internet access in over 250 public spaces, same as San Francisco.
Linz’s reputation as a city of culture, creativity and digital arts is recognized internationally by various awards
and achievements.*

* see more in Annex
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‘The most important production factor
in the field of innovation is the human factor,
because without highly qualified creative minds,
there is no innovation.’
Robert M. Bauer, Johannes Kepler University Linz
Ars Electronica began on September 18th, 1979. 20 artists and scientists from all over the world gathered in Linz
at this new ‘Festival for Art, Technology and Society’ to discuss the digital revolution and its possible consequences.
The first Ars Electronica was small, but ground-breaking. Initiated by four visionary citizens, it laid the foundation
for a festival that will become the largest and most important of its kind in the world. This look back in history
is needed to showcase Linz’s approach of empowering citizens in critical reﬂection. Since then our world has changed
radically, and digitalization has affected almost all areas of our lives, but the philosophy of Linz innovation has
remained the same throughout the years. Our activities are always guided by the question of what new technologies
mean for our lives.
Our Linz innovation empowerment approach is characterized by free and open spaces for interdisciplinary
discourse, initiated and driven by visionary citizens and implemented in the governance of the city and low
threshold, accessible to empower everyone to develop new areas of innovation.
Proof of this concept is the internationally unique Ars Electronica developed into one the largest festivals for
media art (described under Expanding) and grew to an ecosystem for innovation. The unique way of bringing
the critical debate to the public is empowering the citizens for the transformation process. This transformation
from an industrial to a digital city was not accompanied by high structural unemployment. No, quite the opposite,
it was a push towards creative work places: Today 208.000 people live in Linz, 210.000 work in Linz. Technology,
natural sciences, art and design are the most important location factors.
Over the years, Ars Electronica has created an ecosystem for innovation around the triangle of Art, Technology
and Society. Powerful pillars as the Future lab for R&D and the AE Solutions, which transfers prototypes to the
market together with local industry or the Ars Electronica Center (AEC) the Museum and School of the Future.*
AEC empowered over 1 Million young citizens on how new technologies and sciences are changing their lives through
interactive displays and experiences so far. Special education programs and workshops have earned the museum
its reputation as a School of the Future. Outstanding knowledge transfer methods and technologies with special
consideration of new digital media allow visitors to really understand and not only consume technology.
AEC empowerment programs range from kids to seniors to special programs for universities and professional
training and qualification services for businesses and industry.
Creation of new formats for the empowerment of the next generation is embedded in AEC DNA. More than
141.000 young people reached through ‘u19 – create your world’ contest. 100+ professionals are empowered as
media art mediators from underrepresented communities in the framework of ‘We Guide You’.
In 2019 an official trainee program for ‘Technical Trainers’ – facilitation, mediation and discourse of technical
innovation – and the Zukunftswerkstatt were implemented.*
In the event that Linz is awarded Capital of Innovation 2020, the City will roll out its approach of humanizing innovation
by empowering a broader group of citizens in critical reﬂection and co-creation of their future. The city will
develop inspiring programs especially for marginalized groups and develop test beds where they can quickly try out,
fail and improve their innovation ideas by co-creating their city together.
An AI based City Intelligence Lab, an Augmented Reality installation will enable citizens to shape their vision of
mobility, green spaces, urban density and accessibility for their idea of an innovative city of Linz.

* see more in Annex
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Linz
profile
14.057 companies
one for every
17th resident

2.000 km fibre-optic cable installed
same as route Linz – Moscow

208.000 residents
vs.
210.000 jobs

City of Media arts and Culture
with strong industrial backbone

€ 26 billion gross value added
top of austria

96,05 km2
29,3 % green space
18 % forest
6,4 % water
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innovation matrix
of linz

‘Linz oﬀers excellent conditions for getting involved in the digital transformation.
Firstly, because there is hardly any other city that has undergone such an impressive
transformation from steel to digital city in the last 25 years.
Secondly, because there are so many people here who are dealing with technology
and the importance of innovation for our future from very diﬀerent and diverse
perspectives.
This applies not only to research and business, but also to the art and creative scene,
which always has some very exciting positions ready to take.
In synergy, this is something quite unique, one can proudly state that.’
Martina Mara
Linz Institute of Technology, Robopsychology Lab at the Johannes Kepler University of Linz
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culture & Creativity

The Linz innovation approach is to connect small and large drivers of progress – be it industry & craft,
culture & creativity or art & science – for empowerment and discourse in open and collaborative spaces,
where creativity, diverse perspectives, research, ambition and entrepreneurship come together organically.

ANNEX
experimenting
facts
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25 % of new foundations
are IT companies
12 co–working—spaces
700 desktops
10.000 m2 total space
2 new companies
founded every day!

250 organizations
are based in the Tabakfabrik
/ factory of the future
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#avenueofstart ups #covid19 #creativecollaboration
#crossfert ilization #discourse #growthhacking #interdisciplinarity
#knowledge #people #powerhouse #resiliance #technology

TABAKFABRIK
FACTORY OF GOOD HOPE
Right now, the Tabakfabrik is a beacon and a factory of good hope.
Its community is particularly resilient thanks to its versatility and its
ability to collaborate. What has distinguished the site since the
beginning of its transformation is the cooperation of the most
diverse disciplines, companies and organizations in the sense of
a collaborative group. It is precisely in the Corona crisis that the
power of the ‘pioneers’ of the Tabakfabrik becomes apparent: they
place their offering for co-working, start-ups and corporates, creatives
and artists, as well as for science and research, to join forces and
compete and make the best out of the Corona crisis: Creative Region
is offering a first aid support program for struggling businesses and
companies, 3D printing companies are producing face shields and
masks. as well as a large free-of-charge streaming stage is offered
to everybody. Tabakfabrik‘s cross-divisional orientation as a factory
of the new modern age allows it to react ﬂexibly to new social
demands, and is a proof of concept that collaborative cooperation is
the recipe for resiliency in a crisis.

The success story of the tobacco factory is part
of the success story of Linz as a business location.
Credits: Sabine Kneidinger

Instead of the original 300 employees at the time of cigarette production, nowadays four times more creative minds work in the tobacco factory.
Credits: Sabine Kneidinger
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GRAND GARAGE
WHERE IDEAS COME TO LIVE
The 2019 opened GRAND GARAGE closes the ‘missing link’ in
the value chain of collaborative Tabakfabrik group, ranging from
research, science, art and education to entrepreneurship, design and
production to presentation and discourse.
It takes up the garage myth: the garage shall be the birthplace of great
ideas and innovative projects for our society as an extended open space
for technology and innovation. In over 4.000 m2, more then 600
members can access highly professional analogue and digital
technologies. The unique laboratory and makerspace is attracting
companies, researchers, citizens, craftspeople and students to
exchange ideas.with their fellows in doing, making and tinkering.
Cross-fertilization is key in this makerspace+. The goal of the
Even children can experiment with new technologies.
Credits: GRAND GARAGE
GRAND GARAGE is to network a community and to support,
enable and develop skills and methodological competencies by
offering approximately 35 cutting edge workshops per month.
The GRAND GARAGE was initiated by a couple of young people, who dreamed of a small garage, where
they can bring their ideas into life. Visionary private investors took up this idealistic idea. With the help of
private investment and public funds the GRAND GARAGE was developed in a two-year research process
which evaluated the community’s needs and how this idea can meet the needs of an industrial city like
Linz. Through constant communication with the local universities, a demand was identified for technical
extension and collaborative environments, to promote cutting-edge interdisciplinary design, fabrication and
construction techniques.
The space is open for everyone, enabling people to advance
socially and economically, by providing conditions for a stable
framework of creative synergies and offering a wide range of
different technologies on an easily accessible level.
The infrastructure was implemented by the first employees,
volunteers and the community. Now, one year since its grand
opening, the members are offered a space to not only use the
high-end professional grade analogue and digital machines,
but also to build a community for themselves with the aim
to support technology development by empowering members with
several programs, workshop, entrepreneurship and maker
education approaches that not only cater, but challenge the full
spectrum of interests and abilities starting from elementary
school students up to young people and adults. The main focus
lies with the public members and communities, their empowerment and social inclusion of all people with an interest in
technology, irrespective of age, sex, disability, races, ethnicity
or other status. On the first ﬂoor, hosting the Robotic Department, two University courses (‘Fashion & Technology’ and
‘Creative Robotics’) have relocated their permanent workplaces
to the GRAND GARAGE.
Entrepreneurship and industrial manufacturing meet at the GRAND GARAGE.
Credits: GRAND GARAGE
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The GRAND GARAGE concept follows the basic idea of
‘cross-fert ilization’:
• Establishment of an interdisciplinary, low-threshold innovation
space with access to modern technologies to promote technical
curiosity and competence.
• Creation of an innovation hub for people interested in technology,
creative and curious people and companies to develop ideas
together and to be able to try them out without material,
organisational or bureaucratic hurdles.
• Targeted support, empowerment and further development of
skills (3D printing, programming, electronics, mechatronics,
robotics, etc.) and methodological competence (design thinking,
business model innovation, open innovation).
• Providing a high-quality professional workshop with analogue and
digital technologies and know-how at an affordable price for both
individuals and companies.
Impact of this GRAND GARAGE aft er 1 year:
51.443 visitors,
646 registered members 35% female,
2.412 hours 3D-printing,
244 operating hours Datron mill,
260 hours powder coating per month per month in the
first year alone shows what impact this has for Linz.

Modern architecture meets inspirational workshops
Credits: Erich Sinzinger

The innovation workshop for people, knowledge and technology
Credits: sonaar
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#avenueofstart ups #covid19 #creativecollaboration
#crossfert ilization #discourse #growthhacking #interdisciplinarity
#knowledge #people #powerhouse #resiliance #technology

STRADA DEL STARTUP
STREET FULL OF BUSINESS PIONEERS
Unique in Europe, the STRADA DEL STARTUP, a 230-metre-long
production line for start-ups and innovators, was implemented in
the Tabakfabrik. A total of 65 office units currently line this indoor
street and provide around 300 jobs in 45 start-ups. The STRADA DEL
STARTUP forms an innovation ecosystem on almost 3.000 m2,
providing access to rooms, events, networks, capital and talent,and
includes everything that makes a real street: a park with Hollywood
swings, a marketplace, a grand hotel, niches, corners, lanterns,
washing lines, street signs and graffiti art. This new ‘main street of
innovation’ is supported by the City of Linz, the Province of Upper
Austria and private initiatives. The street’s start-ups and cooperation
bring their ideas to life.
Most recently the EU Commission identified ‘halloSophia’ (short
for sophisticated advice), from the start-up fintek, at the Hackathon
#EUvsVirus as one of 117 ideas to help manage the European and
global crisis. The start-up developed a digital advice platform
supporting other companies to cope with the Corona crisis. The
platform was inspired by the community of the Tabakfabrik Linz.

Start ups and corporates are motivated to join projects together
Credits: Gerhard Gruber

A unique eco system: 230-metre-long production line for creativity and ingenuity main street of digital innovation
Credits: Gerhard Gruber

Mainstreet of digital innovation
Credits: Gerhard Gruber
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DAS KRAFTWERK
POWERHOUSE, WHERE DISCILPINES COLLIDE
What was once the pacemaker of the industrial plant is now the
driving force for interdisciplinary research. The power plant of the
Tabakfabrik is the place where interdisciplinary research is conducted
into the issues of the future. This collaborative project to redesign
the power plant is supported by the University of Art and Design
Linz and the Johannes Kepler University Linz. Together with the
Tabakfabrik, they are repositioning the industrial monument as a
centre of interdisciplinary research.

As the driving force and pacemaker of the former factory, the power plant of the Linz tobacco factory
is enthroned centrally in the heart of the 80,000 m² industrial area.
Credits: archipicture

In the future, an import ant link between industry and culture will be created here.
Credits: sonaar

The main focus of the power plant is on collaborative work.
Interdisciplinary projects allow us to look beyond the horizon and encourage
creativity and innovation.
Credits: Gregor Hart l
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85 percent of
carsharing-trips are
done with electric cars
1.000 additional trees
will make Linz a
greener city in 2020

1.200 users
on e-participation platform
25 percent of all kids
under 16 participate in
digital early learning workshops
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#braininthecity #citizens #codingforimpact #crowdinvestment #discourse
#entert aiment #humanfactor #ideas #implementation #mobility #notforsale
#part icipation #science #sharing #solidarity #sustainable #youth

INNOVATIONSHAUPTPLATZ.AT
WE WANT YOUR IDEAS
Linz gives its residents the opport unity to part icipate in a bottom up/
top down e-part icipation process. The aim is to involve the population
and above all the digital community even more in the innovative
activities and ideas of the City of Linz and to inform them in detail.
Any innovative ideas can be posted, regardless of projects with a
specific timeframe or theme in the unique e-participation platform.
Once an idea receives 30 approvals or more from the community,
it will be considered for the next phase of development.
Showcase of innovationshauptlatz.at on the example of the climate
plan. Based on the Sustainable Development Goals formulated
To involve the population is the main target of innvationshauptplatz.at
Credits: Lumina
by the UN, Linz developed a sustainability declaration including a
catalogue of measures for exemplary climate protection.
With the involvement of the urban population, this is intended to help cope with the negative effects of climate
change. In the past, Linz and the industry based here have often proved that there is no contradiction
between climate protection and sustainable industrial jobs. Industry and the environment are the DNA of
Linz and pave the way for the innovative future of the city.
In order to involve the population in the development of the climate plan, the people of Linz were called
upon to discuss, participate and transmit ideas on the new e-participation platform.
One idea is already implemented: The new city oasis in the middle of the main
square. Over an area of 100 m2, wooden seating with a built-in solar system
for inductive charging of mobile devices, trees and plants, vegetables
garden offer citizens a new recreational space on the main square. It serves
the people of Linz as a place of communication and recreation. The Linzer
Tortenbank, an idea presented on
the innovation platform, has been
implemented and is now located
in this city oasis.
1.200 User on innovationshauptplatz.at share their ideas and
suggestions for the future of Linz.
They already talk about it with
experts and other citizens, this
creates an innovative network of
ideas.
The Main Square of Innovation does connecting,
introducing and enabling innovative projects.
Even those without an economic agenda.
Credits: Lumina
Citizens ideas are implemented by the government of Linz,
like the new city oasis in the middle of the main square.
Credits: Brugger Andreas
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2 ideas

were approved and executed within the last 6 months.

9 ideas

made it to be discussed and examined by expert s.

900 votes

were made in total – 30 votes necessary for a proposal to succeed to expert round.

29 ideas

were filed in by the public to gain votes during a 2 month period.
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#part icipation #science #sharing #solidarity #sustainable #youth

SCIENCITY
BRINGS TOGETHER SCIENCE AND CULTURE
The event series SCIENCITY — ‘THE BRAINSTAGE’ of the Innovationshauptplatz brings knowledge transfer to the public spaces in Linz’s
city centre. It aims to make ground-breaking university research
more visible to the urban public, to connect people from innovation
sectors such as science, culture and creative industries and the
start-up scene, and to give the people of Linz access to research findings
that are ‘made in Linz’ in a way that is easy to understand for
everyone. This science slam is mixed with live gigs and parties and
primarily takes place in a relaxed, informal atmosphere in the open
air. Citizens get engaged by having fun and entertainment with a
nice picnic combined with inspirational high end.
Under the motto, choice full learning, the format is an interesting and
entert aining mix of science slam, live gigs and part y.
Credits: Frameworker

Sciencity brings together science and culture, and shows professional
university researchers from Linz in a completely diﬀ erent light.
Credits: Frameworker

Knowledge transfer in public space – connecting creativers with citizens.
Credits: Frameworker
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YOUTH HACKS AUSTRIA AND HELLO WORLD
LET‘S IMPROVE THE WORLD WITH CODE
That´s the motto of the 2 initiatives ‘hello world’ and ‘Jugend
hackt Österreich – youth hacks Austria’ supported by the city
government. The initiatives let kids and teens between 8 and 18 look
behind technology to understand the hidden power of algorithms and
machines and use it as an active creator to find solutions to socio-political
issues even amongst the youngest.
While the young participants increase their feeling of self-efficacy
the city expands its potential of the city´s creative and innovative
youth. With the support of technologically experienced mentors,
and involvement of their parents, original mobile apps, digital
applications and hardware projects were created. For example, the app
‘ÖGÖ – Österreichs Grüne Öffis’, which suggests environmentally Even the youngest can code and deeply understand the responsibility that comes
with it. Media pedagoues stand by the young part icipants to reﬂect the learnings.
friendly means of transport, contributes to the increased use of
Credits: Jan Faßbender Photography
public transport. ‘Healthy Eating’, on the other hand, brings healthy
alternatives and recipes to mobile phones. The platform www.fridays.cf automatically gathers information
about Fridays for Future on one page and offers a comprehensive overview. In addition, an apology
generator was created that informs school management about absence when participating in a demo.
‘Ecosia bot’ automatically submits search queries to the ecological search engine Ecosia and plants trees.
‘Open Weather Station’ allows environmental data to be measured and transferred to the internet.
The ‘Parliament 360’ project focuses on the attendance times of EU parliamentarians, and also visualizes
the voting behavior of the individual political groups. The online chat ‘SimpleChat’ attaches particular
importance to data protection and delivers what the name promises. Finally, the mobile app ‘VocApp’ makes
learning super easy with its sophisticated quiz system.
The outcome of these projects is diverse and original, and engages the next generation to anticipate in creating
their future with values.
Facts technology engaging:
Linz is a city of early technology engaging.
• More than 6.000 kids and young people participate annually in the early technology intervention
• 25,7 % of the under-16s use technology engaging programs
• 50 % of 550 children of Hello World workshops are girls

Teens between 12 and 18 years work in groups to create projects that
adress social or environmental issues and make a concrete impact.
Credits: CC BY 4.0 Jugend hackt, Leonhard Wolf

Part icipants are celebrating the presentation of works that were created during a hackathon
together with vice major Karin Hörzing, their families and friends and live on local television.
Credits: CC BY 4.0 Jugend hackt Österreich, Petra Moser
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TIM
SHARING MOBILITY IN THE CITY
The city of Linz accomplishes local public transport with a
future-oriented, environmentally friendly mobility sharing concept which
combines different means of transport. The core of the so-called
‘TIM’ are mobility points, where, in addition to already existing
public transport services, bicycle parking, stationary (e-)cr sharing,
public e-charging stations and car rental for longer journeys are
being made available. The aim is to combine public and individual
transport. At these TIM points—currently found at four locations at
the Tabakfabrik, the University and the main square—passengers
can combine trams or buses with (e-)car-sharing cars or rental cars
for example. The aim is to make all creative spaces more accessible and
motivate citizens and companies to use the car sharing concept.

Shared mobility as an import ant part of the public transport system in linz.
Credits: Stadt Linz

Facts
• 85 % of carsharing-trips are with electronic cars
• 75 % of public transport runs electronically
• 52 e-charging station all over the cityspaces more accessible and
motivate citizens and companies to use the car sharing concept.

52 charging stations in the city of linz allows
environmentally friendly mobility
Credits: Stadt Linz

At four TIM stations passengers can combine diﬀ erent ways of transport
Credits: Stadt Linz
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WILLY*FRED
LIVING SELF GOVERNED CO-LIVING MODEL
AND GRASS-ROOT INNOVATION
The project ‘WILLY*FRED’ is a 1.600 m2 live and work space in
the city centre of Linz, one of first self-administered housing
projects in Austria, which is based on the pillars of the syndicate
model. The project is based on an innovative financing model.
With the help of over 180 supporters and a smart legal structure,
the house was permanently taken off the housing market spiral.
Until December 2019 the community gathered € 187.200 from a
broad spectrum to realize further projects. Now, more than 30
people and several associations live in the house, manage and design
the house in a self-determined way. After a conversion for more
accessibility and extensive renovation work, the focus is now on
the creative design of living and communal areas. The house is
home to a local innovation point called Otelo an Open Technology
Lab engaging people with innovation in a fun and playful way
with the help of free basic infrastructure and small laboratories – .
WILLY*FRED is also home to FIFTITU% a contact point and
relevant hub for female artists and cultural workers.

Space for co-working and co-living
Credits: WILLY*FRED

WillyFred uses striking ways to point out grievances.
Credits: WILLY*FRED

Always in the fi ght against rising housing costs,
taken into his own hands with creative means.
Credits: WILLY*FRED
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€ 2.735 R&D expenses
per capita in 2019

€ 1,57 Mio. annually
Open Call for transdisciplinary research

2.471 soccer courts
of green space
per 100.000 citizens
11 patents and 16 inventions
per 100.000 citizens
in 2019

• European Capital of Culture 2009
• Linz is ‘City of Media Arts’ and part of the UNESCO Creative Cities Network (UCCN).
• Linz is ranked among Europe‘s top five cultural and creative cities
in the EU Commission ‘Cities of Culture and Creativity Monitor’
• Linz was recognized in the category Cultural Heritage & Creativity in the
2019 European Smart Tourism Award

• Linz Institute of Technology AI Laboratory is a unit of the European Laboratory
for Learning and Intelligent Systems (ELLIS), the pan-European effort to foster
European research in machine learning.
• Ars Electronica leeds the European ARTificial Intelligence Lab, staging more
than 200 activities in three years in 13 European countries, to communicate
AI-related scientific and technological topics to the general public.
• Linz is a key player in the START-S (Science, Technology & the Arts)
ecosystem, the H2020 initiative of the European Commission at the nexus
of Art and Science.
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Linz Institute of Technology (LIT)
COMBINES THE TECHNOLOGY AND CREATIVITY
The Linz Institute of Technology (LIT) offers excellent, practiceoriented research, and works with future topics such as AI, cyberphysical systems, recycling management and digital transformation.
The LIT encourages collaboration, particularly with a focus on
interdisciplinary research. Teaching and research go hand-inhand at LIT. Scientists conduct cutting-edge research and pass
their findings and expertise on to the next generation. Students
are ‘learning by doing̕ and get actively involved in conducting
the research of tomorrow. Researchers from different departments
and faculties interact in order to drive the excellence of research.
Many global players are involved, providing their support as
cooperation partners in order to drive this research of tomorrow.
The Linz Institute of Technology, becoming the place
Companies can experiment in the 2.000 m2 industry 4.0 pilot fabric where tradition meets the future.
Credits: Linz Insitute of Technology
with the potential and technologies of digitization for smart crossindustry products and processes.
LIT is promoting top-level research by issuing € 1 Mio ‘Call for Proposals’ twice a year.
An outline of these research projects:
• CoBot Studio: Research for harmonious teamwork between humans and robots
• AI and Law pilots: Developing legal frameworks for digital governance structures and public services
(eg. digital citizen services) involving AI technologies
• Autonomous Driving in Austria: Preconditions by, and a challenge for Criminal Law

Researchers developed edible ingredients and gelatin
to eventually be used in creating robot components.
Credits: LIT Soft Materials Lab
Many internationally active companies are involved, providing their
support as cooperation part ners in order to drive research of tomorrow.
Credits: Linz Insitute of Technology
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FESTIVAL ARS ELECTRONICA 2019
OUT OF THE BOX
In 2019, Ars Electronica Festival turned the former mail distribution
centre ‘PostCity’ into an 80.000 m2 urban lab. Under the title ‘Out of
the Box – the midlife crisis of the digital revolution’, 1.449 artists,
scientists, technologists, entrepreneurs and activists from
45 countries, called for an emancipation in the age of digitization.
With 110.114 visitors, the 2019 festival topped previous records.
450 partners and associates worldwide enabled Ars Electronica to
present this incredibly diverse array of ideas, visions, art works,
sound projects, concerts, prototypes and products in Linz. 450
accredited media outlet representatives from 40 countries came
to the UNESCO City of Media Arts Linz to report on the festival.
3.256 entries from 82 countries were submitted to the 2019 Prix Ars
Electronica in the categories:
• Computer Animation,
• Digital Music & Sound Art,
• Artificial Intelligence & Life Art and
• u19-CREATE YOUR WORLD

Technology, natural sciences, art and design are among the most import ant
location factors in an environment that ideally promotes Ars Electronica Festival.
Credits: Robert Bauernhansl

It is up to us to determine the roles
that people and machines will play in the future.
Credits: Ars Electronica Center

The art and creative scene is part of this dynamic
and has shaped the city's development for decades.
Credits: Mart in Hieslmair
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Ars Electronica Center
empowered
1 Mio young people

192.243 visitors of AEC
school of the future 2019

100 professional
media art mediators
empowered in 2019
2.200 kids took part
in the AEC kids‘
research lab 2019
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ARS ELECTRONICA CENTER
SCHOOL OF THE FUTURE
Previously a telescope that offered a glimpse into the future, the
Ars Electronica Centre is now transforming itself into a compass to
navigate this future. The new Ars Electronica Museum opened in
May 2019, The City of Linz and Ars Electronica invested € 4 Mio.
in the new Museum of the Future. It empowers and encourages
people to think further, to go further, to whet their appetite for the
future – with new exhibitions, laboratories, formats of mediation
and a new self-image to make inspiring and fascinating excursions into
future areas and industries.
The new Ars Electronica Centre offers a wealth of interactive
scenarios, artistic works, scientific research projects, information
stations, workshops and laboratories, all of which revolve around
The critical understanding of art ifi cial intelligence
has impact of their lives and the society.
current developments in the fields of artificial intelligence, neuroCredits: Ars Electronica Center
science, neuro-bionics, robotics, prosthetics, autonomous mobility
and genetic and bio-technology.
The Understanding AI exhibition shows how neural networks are constructed, and offers visitors the opportunity
to train neural networks themselves within interactive stations. In the new Machine Learning Studio, anyone and
everyone can experiment with concrete applications of AI: self-propelled cars are built and tested, robots
are programmed with face recognition. The Neuro-Bionics exhibition shows what a quantum leap the fusion
of connector research and AI might possibly bring about, while the ‘Global Shift’ exhibition shows the role
neural networks play in the scientific exploration of our planet and how they contribute to meeting challenges
such as climate change. The Citizen Lab shows how each and every one of us can actively help shape our world.
Ars Electronica Labs are conceived as a hub of creativity, technology, society and science, as a place where the
world is discovered and shaped. Cooperation across the boundaries of disciplines and industries is indispensable
– research has always come alive from exchange.
This is precisely what Ars Electronica Labs wants to convey.
Already in childhood it is necessary to provide
a deeper understanding in the fi eld of digital technologies.
Credits: Ars Electronica Center

The Museum of the Future enables new ways of engaging knowledge transfer.
Credits: Ars Electronica Center
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ZUKUNFTSWERKSTATT
UNDISCOVERED TALENTS GET INSPIRED
The aim of this empowerment activity is to bring perspectives
to those who have few. Unemployment among young people has
far-reaching negative consequences. Among the many educational
programs that specifically address marginalized or vulnerable
groups, the Zukunftswerkstatt program stands out: disadvantaged
young people can acquire skills and experience, get to know their own
previously undiscovered talents, and experience teamwork.
The Zukunftswerkstatt contains numerous different programs to
acquire media skills. In the various labs of the Ars Electronica
Centre, participants learn about new, promising fields of work, and
what each of these labs have to do with the kind of jobs that may
inspire and empower them. The program attracted 600 participants
so far.

The development of personal goals is target of the training.
Credits: Ars Electronica Center

By trying things out, the part icipants discover
their own abilities and talents.
Credits: Ars Electronica Center

The Workshop for the future open the understanding for new fi elds of work,
unconventional work biographies and new professions or activities.
Credits: Ars Electronica Center

find all informations
of this application at
www.cityofinnovation.at

